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all the old applications that were replaced by
the amigaos4.1 final edition applications
have been removed. this includes the
fscomp installer, the boot animation, the
splash screen, the menu screen, the
bootloader and the font loader. the
bootloader is now a tiny modified version of
the older version. the bootloader was
designed to be able to boot from the iso file
using the bootoption. the bootloader uses
the kickstart and amigados on the iso file to
boot. the old bootloader uses the complete
original kickstart and amigados and places
them in the root of the iso file. this is not
necessary anymore. as this short excerpt
already shows the bitmap data of the
character is available in the glyphmap
structure and can be directly blitted to the
window.. using idiskfont->ereleaseinfo() the
loaded resources are released at the end.
the complete source code with all
dependencies can be found under
fontviewer.c. this also uses reaction-gadgets
which we will cover in a future edition.
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hyperion entertainment is proud to
announce the immediate release of update 2
for amigaos 4.1 final edition. update 2 is by
far the largest update ever released for
amigaos and includes more than 200
updated components with hundreds of bug
fixes, improvements and new features and
six completely new os components. the
update is the combined effort of four years
of amigaos development and will bring
amigaos4.1 final edition to a completely new
level of stability and usability. amigaos 4.1
final edition has been completely rewritten
in a new amigaos4.2 kernel, which is almost
completely new and has been released on
february 9th, 2011. the amigaos4.2 kernel,
amitcp, amitcptunnel and amilanda have
been developed and released on april 14th,
2011.2 kernel and the boot loader are based
on the work of the amitel project and its
development partners, which makes a lot of
enhancements to the amigaos4 kernel, now
coming in as the default kernel on amigaos4
final edition, and also enables the on-screen
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keyboard and many other new features.
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with amigaos 4 it is possible to view or write
to the hard disk, but only in a limited

fashion. now the filesystem is emulated on a
full disk image and this is directly written to

the hard disk using a special library that
translates disk access requests to the
amigaos 4.1 file system interface. the

advantage is that no real filesystem has to
be loaded to do file i/o. if you want to write

to your hard disk make sure the disk is
unmounted or the disk is using the standard
emulation. the hard disk i/o is also used for

file access to the hard disk and external
devices. this is similar to the old amiga file

manager which is still supported. the reason
why i am using the amigaos 4 final edition is

to use the new memory management.
amigaos 4 was an advanced operating

system for its time. although it had stability
issues at times, it was very stable. unlike

today, amigaos 4 was designed for real time
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applications, such as video and sound
editing. the ide disk cache and other

memory management features of amigaos 4
were designed with real time use in mind. its
main memory usage was in the order of 50%
of the system memory. this was because the
system memory was used for caching parts

of the system. today this memory usage
should be in the order of 5-10% of the

system memory. one of the new features
with the final edition is the support of the

amiga entertainment system (aes). this is a
small chip which contains a custom mmu, a
fairly complete multimedia controller and a
gpu. the gpu is based on an arm processor

and has the same capabilities as the
powervr 2-series. the aes also contains an

accelerator for mpeg2 decoding. this is
called the ae-11, and is usually known as the
radeon chip. due to its low price, it was used

in many budget computers, like the apple
ibook. 5ec8ef588b
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